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Governing Computational Infrastructure for  

Strong and Just AI Economies 

Abstract 

The development of artificial intelligence (AI) systems today is constrained by the availability of 

computational power. AI-relevant computational capacity is supplied by extraordinarily concentrated 

markets. Large AI models use an ever-increasing amount of computational power and differentiate 

themselves with the use of the highest number of the most advanced chips. The use of these chips is 

further constrained through preferential access via vertical integration, and a concentrated cloud 

market helmed by Big Tech.  

As the economic importance of AI continues to grow rapidly, access to computational power is being 

positioned by industry as potentially mediating production and exchange relationships, and by 

extension socio-economic well-being and political decision-making. The compute divide between 

academia and industry is reflected and amplified between the Global South and North, and between 

the public and private sectors. Advanced computational resources now also feature prominently in 

geopolitical faultlines, such as export controls and ‘de-risking.’ Computational power has emerged as a 

constraint for the development of digital public infrastructure that is independent of Big Tech. As more 

governments seek to build and direct a public digital innovation ecosystem, the question of access to 

computational power for public welfare becomes significant.  

This policy brief recommends that the G20 come to an agreement on governing computational 

resources with a commitment to open compute paradigms, no remote hardware control mechanisms 

without consensus, and a serious assessment of the environmental impact of large computational 

infrastructure. Such an agreement is aimed at ensuring that every country is able to build strong and 

resilient domestic AI economies in a manner that promotes economic justice. 
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I. Diagnosis of the Issue  

AI development today is dominated by the private sector. This domination is largely due to, and evident 

in, the accumulation of computational resources, including AI chips, supercomputers, and the data 

centers that house them, by the private sector. The largest AI model trained in academia uses less than 

1% of the compute used by the largest AI model trained in industry (Besiroglu et al. 2024). Entire nation-

states’ public investments in AI compute are dwarfed by start-up investments in AI compute.  

The cost of compute is extraordinarily high. So far, Gemini Ultra is the most expensive AI model, having 

cost about USD 630 million to train (Epoch 2023). The cost of compute is high in part due to the 

materials and expertise required, but also in large part due to the concentration in the semiconductor 

supply chain (Khan, Peterson and Mann 2021). Only a handful of firms can design and produce the 

compute that is required to train large AI models. 

In turn, compute drives extraordinary concentration downstream in AI markets as well. All the notable 

providers of large AI models today are existing technology giants. The cost of compute has driven 

mergers, acquisitions, and the overall leadership of Big Tech in AI markets. Any AI startup would have to 

depend on cloud service providers such as Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure, 

Alibaba, Tencent, and Huawei, or directly and indirectly on chip giants like Nvidia, Intel, and TSMC. We 

are seeing increasing vertical integration across chip design, production, cloud services, AI model 

development, platforms, and downstream AI-enabled products and services. The market concentration 

of digital platforms is seamlessly morphing into the market concentration of AI.  

Unsurprisingly, we now witness a global skew in AI capabilities. The most advanced AI models are 

trained in the United States and to some extent in China. Promising competitors in the UK and the EU 

have been either acquired by US Big Tech corporations or have seen large investments from the latter. 

The Global South lags far behind in the development of AI models, and its role remains relegated to the 

provision of inputs kept at lowered values, like data annotation (Muldoon and Wu 2023; Png 2022). 

Much of the talent and materials required to develop advanced AI are drawn from the Global South, but 

this development takes place in the Global North, particularly within Big Tech (Thornhill 2024).  

For Global South countries it is especially true that large public investments in AI compute take away 

from investments in healthcare, education, and other economic activity. Countries are caught in a 

bind—if they do not invest in AI compute, they risk being left far behind; if they do, they risk not 

succeeding, or the technology not providing adequate returns, or neglecting more urgent investment 

needs. Global South countries are also more susceptible to dependence on the infrastructure of Global 

North countries, which further exacerbates the compute divide and reinforces imperial relations (Kwet 

2019).  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ES23b8
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZVLCB4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?HtIX9y
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?utqHmp
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Z0JaLO
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?2UnJWs
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?2UnJWs
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The result of concentrated AI compute markets is unilateral decision-making in AI with universal 

ramifications. As things stand, the trajectory of AI development is determined by only a few people and 

their specific incentives, there are single points of failure at various stages, and a few countries’ actions 

might determine the global future for decades to come.  

Even as the decision-making becomes unilateral, the universal ramifications of AI are felt by people in 

their daily lives. Due to global value chains, AI used in one jurisdiction leads to extensive job losses in 

another place; the environmental impact of data centers cannot be contained geographically; and 

harmful use cases of AI are rapidly imitated at a global scale. 

II. Recommendations  

An agreement on compute governance at the G20 can reduce the unilateralism of decision-making and 

the universality of ramifications of AI development today. G20 countries must take the lead for a just 

global future.  

A G20 agreement on compute governance can set the norms for the global governance of AI compute 

on just and equitable lines. It will serve as a step towards overcoming geopolitical rivalries to build 

consensus on an issue of shared, global importance. An international agreement on AI compute—

broader than the G20 itself—is vital because of the positive and negative externalities inherent in AI 

compute development and distribution. 

We recommend that this agreement have the following commitments: 

1. Cooperating to develop, and invest in, open compute paradigms.  

At least, part of the high cost of compute development arises from the concentration in compute 

markets. Instead of redirecting valuable social resources towards rewarding this concentration, G20 

governments must work together to develop alternatives through competition policy, regulation, and 

material support for open compute paradigms. Policies must incentivize the unbundling of compute 

software and compute hardware to promote competitive markets (Vipra and Myers West 2023).  

Governments must commit to investing in open source compute software, as well as experiments in 

building digital public infrastructure for AI compute (people+ai 2024). Governments must encourage the 

development of open protocols for cloud compute.  

Governments must also explore cooperative regional planning for AI compute through such an 

agreement, such as through shared infrastructure and decentralized compute facilities. It is not feasible 

for every country to make large investments in AI compute, and regional cooperatives can go a long 

way in making such investments financially prudent. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?tKuyeZ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?VIfQv0
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Such a commitment would go a long way towards addressing both the extraordinary concentration in 

the compute supply chain, and the geographical skew in compute production and provision.  

2. Prohibiting the use of hardware control mechanisms without consensus.  

As a regulatory mechanism, a few politicians, policy professionals, and special interest groups have 

suggested and/or examined the use of on-chip hardware mechanisms that allow for remote monitoring 

and shutdown of compute clusters (Schumer et al. 2024; Arne, Fist and Withers 2024; Reinsch and 

Benson 2021; Muehlhauser 2023; Sastry et al. 2024). We believe that such measures have more harms 

than benefits for three reasons:  

a. They impinge upon the sovereignty of member states and other states as they allow for undue 

surveillance by foreign governments under the guise of national security. Such measures would 

allow governments to remotely disable other countries’ AI systems, a capability that would be 

unacceptable to any country and that would erode trust in the international governance of 

compute.   

b. Such proposed measures encourage every country or region to develop its own delinked 

compute system. Not only is this impractical for most countries, it encourages the reckless and 

unnecessarily expensive development of compute, diverting resources, as mentioned above, 

from other important social goals. 

c. Such proposed measures intensify state surveillance and control over individual computing 

activities. Hardware freedom is an important principle even if it is not absolute; giving 

governments sweeping powers over the very hardware of programming sets a poor precedent 

for a digital future.  

We recognize that countries may mutually determine to institute such on-chip remote control 

mechanisms for narrow and high-risk activities such as the development of lethal autonomous 

weapons systems. In such narrowly defined agreements, remote verification measures might increase 

mutual trust. 

3. Addressing the environmental impact of large AI models.  

It is becoming clearer that the training and development of large-scale AI models requires large 

computational and storage clusters which have vast environmental costs (OECD 2022). A single 

advanced AI chip can consume more energy than the average US household (Shilov 2023). Conservative 

estimates assess that data centers will consume 4.5% of global energy by 2030 (Patel, Nishball and 

Ontiveros 2024). The water consumption of AI data centers has also received much journalistic, 

scholarly, and activist attention (Hogan 2015; Valdivia 2022; Hao 2024). G20 countries should therefore: 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?bf3mIN
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?bf3mIN
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?WRNvER
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?FI9Ihz
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Wl2ED4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Wl2ED4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?0T5lwQ
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a. Commission a global study on the environmental impact of AI across its supply chain, with a 

special focus on compute infrastructure, i.e., chip production and data centers; 

b. Commit to developing a system of monetary compensation for communities and countries 

affected by the establishment of data centers; 

c. Evolve limits on energy and water availability for very large data centers, including through 

assessments of social costs and social benefits of such data centers; and 

d. Explore the viability of smaller AI models for specific use cases. 

III. Scenario of Outcomes  

1. Stifling of innovation 

It is possible that an international compute governance agreement with its controls and regulations, 

may discourage AI innovation. However, consider the following mitigating factors: 

a. Through antitrust and other related measures, the concentration in the semiconductor supply 

chain can be broken, promoting competition. Competition can spur innovation, increase the 

supply of compute, and tie this supply to specific demand rather than to speculative ventures. 

This may also reorient AI development away from destructive geostrategic ventures towards 

socially beneficial AI innovation.  

b. While larger models (i.e., those using more compute) have so far demonstrated greater 

capabilities than smaller models, the proportion of capability improvement in relation to 

model size increases is unclear. There are already strong doubts in the industry about size 

leading to greater capabilities at this point. This is an ideal juncture in the course of AI 

development to use regulation to re-assess the wisdom of investing very large amounts of 

money and natural resources into large models. 

c. The current paradigm ensures that AI innovation takes place only within Big Tech, and if it does 

take place outside, it is quickly absorbed by Big Tech (Lehdonvirta 2024). The proposed 

agreement on compute will promote innovation outside Big Tech even if it reduces incentives 

for some narrow innovation within Big Tech. 

2. Easy compute availability leads to AI misuse  

It is possible that a competitive and open compute ecosystem may lead to the proliferation of harmful 

AI systems, including in critical contexts like war and surveillance. In the first instance, we recommend 

that an international agreement on autonomous weapons systems be arrived at on priority. Secondly, 

we note that concentrated and closed compute supply chains do not prevent the harmful use of AI, but 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?luH2xs
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rather increase the cost of beneficial uses and alternative directions for the technical development of 

AI. 

3. A more democratic, open, and just AI ecosystem is developed 

If a G20 agreement on compute is arrived at based on the contours recommended above, we expect 

that a new AI ecosystem will develop. This ecosystem will be more democratic if only because it takes 

into consideration the goals of various governments, even if it is not directly governed by the people of 

the world. It will also be more open, allowing for different forms of innovation not constrained by the 

narrow motives of a handful of firms. Additionally, such an ecosystem will be more just because it 

considers both people and the planet in its design.  
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